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rolling land. There is here a considerable population of
quite Small Producers who all work themselves at their
intensive cultivation on an acre or so, their sons and
daughters coming back from their universities for the week-
ends and jumping straight off their push-bikes to dig or hoe
or gather ... or milk or feed or pluck chickens- With them
no one can compete. They also have customers and to spare
who will not look at cold-stored vegetables and, if customers
are to seek seasonally, they consume their own produce.
The larger truck-farmers who aspire to be near-gentry
are feeling the draught badly. They are—it is the same all
the world over!—inclined to eschew working themselves
and certainly will not let their children lower themselves
by holding hoe or dibble. They have to employ Wop or
Dutch or Balkan labour—usually female and not too
efficient. And dear! And they are cruelly competed with
by South Jersey and the great utility company-owned farms
in the South. The other day a great refrigerator truck with
a trailer driven by a coloured man came into a farmers'
market near Newark with a cargo of spinach and melons.
These he sold at such give-away prices that the local farmers
had to take much of their produce away unsold. The negro
came from Alabama. It looked like the beginning of the end
for the large to largish truck-farmer.
But the negro could not compete with the small, working
producers. . . . They could undersell him all the time.
They may yet save civilization.
§
Let me, then, boldly say that I like the State of New Jersey.
That obviously does not matter to New Jersey. As Sidney
Smith said to the child who was stroking a tortoise to give
it pleasure, it is like stroking the dome of St. Paul's to please
the Dean and Chapter. But it will be useful to my small
band of readers because it will make more plain my pre-
scriptions for the saving of civilization. It is, in fact, time
that we thought about the Small Producer with some
intensity and the train in which we find ourselves is so
leisurely that we shall be able to do quite a little thinking.

